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QUESTION 1
Which command should be used to show only virtual disks?
A. SCF INFO DISK $*, SUB VIRTUAL
B. SCF STATUS DISK $*, VIRTUAL
C. SCF INFO DISK $*, VIRTUAL
D. SCF STATUS DISK $*, VIRTUAL POOL
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
In a mirrored disk configuration, how many discrete data paths exist to each logical
volume?
A. 2
B. 4
C. 8
D. 16
Answer: C
QUESTION 3
The program $SYSTEM.SYS01.SQLCI is PROGID to SUPER.SUPER (255,255). The
user NET.MAIL (30,1) logs onto the system and runs the SQLCI program. What is the
correct process status of the running SQLCI program?
A. $X0HB 2,186 149 R 000 141,200 $SYSTEM.SYS01.SQLCI $X0HA.#IN
B. $X0HB 2,186 149 R 000 255,200 $SYSTEM.SYS01.SQLCI $X0HA.#IN
C. $X0HB 2,186 149 R 000 255,255 $SYSTEM.SYS01.SQLCI $X0HA.#IN
D. $X0HB 2,186 149 R 000 30,1 $SYSTEM.SYS01.SQLCI $X0HA.#IN
Answer: C
QUESTION 4
On system disk drives, structured CHECKSUMs are maintained on a
A. sector-by-sector basis
B. record-by-record basis
C. block-by-block basis
D. file-by-file basis
Answer: C
QUESTION 5
Automatic processor dumps have been enabled in Tandem Failure Data System (TFDS).
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How does TFDS ensure that sufficient disk space is available to store a processor dump?
A. TFDS compresses processor dump files on its DUMPVOLUME.
B. If the configured DUMPVOLUME is full, TFDS will reload the processor without
dumping.
C. By default, TFDS stores a processor dump on the volume with the most free space.
D. If the configured DUMPVOLUME is full, TFDS prompts the operator to mount a tape
to receive the dump.
Answer: C
QUESTION 6
When running DCOM, you use the IGNOREBADSECTORS option. This option allows
DCOM to
A. spare a bad sector after it finishes
B. ask the user to spare a bad sector before continuing
C. spare a bad sector and continue
D. keep running when it finds a bad sector
Answer: D
QUESTION 7
What happens to an application when a single disk of a mirrored pair fails?
A. Performance decreases because all subsequent reads are from the remaining drive.
B. Databases on the failed drive are invalid and all accessing applications fail.
C. The last write to the failed drive is lost unless the file was TMF protected.
D. An application accessing the drive closes and reopens its database.
Answer: A
QUESTION 8
Which of the following is NOT a function of iTP WebServer?
A. accessing CGI pathway programs
B. accessing servlets
C. searching the Web
D. serving Web pages
Answer: C
QUESTION 9
Issuing the INSPECT command ____* gives you a list of OPEN files. (Enter
ONLY the command name WITHOUT ANY OPTIONS.
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Answer: FILES
QUESTION 10
You are upgrading a mirrored disk volume to one that has a larger capacity. Which of the
following applies?
A. The disk drive must not have opened SQL tables.
B. The data on that named disk volume remains continually available.
C. The opened files on the disk drive must be TMF protected.
D. All files on the disk must be closed.
Answer: B
QUESTION 11
You are adding new physical disk volumes while the system is running. Which of the
following statements applies?
A. Applications need to be quiesced.
B. Reloading processors might be required.
C. Applications can keep running.
D. The COUP utility is used to configure the drive.
Answer: C
QUESTION 12
Performance management of a system is meant to ensure that
A. processor loads are balanced to within 5% of the mean processor utilization
B. upgrades to system hardware happen on a regularly scheduled basis
C. systems meet business needs as defined by service level agreements
D. all disk drives on the system are fully utilized to minimize hardware inventory
Answer: C
QUESTION 13
After installing an IPM, you discover that the incorrect version has been installed and
must be removed. What is the best way to do this?
A. Use the BACKOUT function from DSM/SCM.
B. Use the FUP PURGE <file names> command.
C. Use DSM/SCM to re-install the operating system.
D. Use the REPSUBSYS phase of Install.
Answer: A
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